
To whom it may concern, 

I am Allen Huju a certified whitetail producer in Northern MN. I have been directly impacted by 

the three stop movement bans put in place by the MN DNR, but majorly this last movement ban. I grew 

my herd over 4 years starting with 12 whitetails. The first movement ban stopped me from purchasing 

more deer to grow my farm. The growth of the farm started prospering until the 2nd movement ban. 

Here I was blindsided with the fact that the DNR can chose to make laws for me a deer farmer. I kept 

trudging through these unlaw full acts of the DNR until I was forced to make a fire sale to get rid of as 

many deer as I could prior to this last stop movement ban. I was frantic that my farm would be stomped 

into the ground when I come to realize that the MN DNR would conduct stop movement bans at the 

more curial times of the year. I had no choice but to move the deer I could. The DNR ran my whitetail 

farm out of business. I got lucky I was able to move the deer I did, but I had to do it pennies to the 

dollar. I was able to move 21 tame does at 10% of their value. The 21 does were sold for $6,300. I was 

able to move 18 future stocker bucks at 40% of their value. They sold for $33,000. I was able to move 1 

breeder buck at 60% of its value. He sold for $6,000. I missed out on the last fire sale and broke a 

contract with another farm to sell the remaining 6 does and 1 buck I had at a sale of 16% of their true 

value. Since the stop movement ban 2 does and 1 buck have died a value loss of $10,500. There was no 

way for me, a start up business, to keep producing when the MN DNR could make radical laws to limit 

the sales of my perishable goods; whitetails. 

These values are based on pedigree and the value of the deer If I had the proper time to make 

the sales. The lost values of my herd totals $166,000.  

I have not only lost a monetary value in my farm and the future production. I have been defaced 

as a person; I have been treated poorly from the community as the DNR runs the narrative that “Deer 

farms are the only reason we have CWD testing in this area”. The regulatory taking of my deer farm has 

brought very high levels of stress to me and my family. My life will never be the same.  
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